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Travel letter 3 - 2008 

 

e are finally leaving Turkey. On the last day of July we checked out of Turkey and set sail to 

Girne/Kyrenia 1 at the north coast of the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus (TRNC). 

 

Leaving the marina, we need to tack in the 20kn of SE-winds to get out of Finnike Korfezi. After 

rounding cape Tasik Burnu, the wind dropped to 15kn whilst turning to the west so again we were 

comfortably sailing downwind, course 105° for the next 30 hours. During the night, the wind dropped 

almost completely and we had to use the engine (next to the headsail) for the last 75nm. 

After 189nm we discovered that the old harbour in the centre of the town of Girne was packed with 

local boats and gullets, no space left for visitors. 

Almost dark now, we 

quickly sailed to the 

commercial harbour 2nm 

north. 

Once inside the large 

harbour we saw 2 

pontoons with yachts and 

a man waiving us in. 

 

He helped to tie up and as 

soon as Zeezwaluw was 

moored safely (half past 8 in the evening) we had to follow this marina guard to customs in the next-

door ferry terminal. 

Quick and very friendly, customs gave us a stamped “90-day visa piece of paper” for Cyprus but no 

stamp in the passport and luckily without a charge for afterhours entry. At 9.30pm we enjoyed in the 

cockpit our first drink in Girne, Cyprus. 

 

Note: early summer we bought in Rhodes a Cyprus courtesy flag, the one with the 

yellow island of Cyprus with green palm leaves underneath. 

So near Girne we hoisted this courtesy flag together with the yellow flag for 

entering. Just in front of the old harbour we saw a sailing yacht flying the Turkish 

courtesy flag. Very confused but to be on the safe side we lowered our “Cyprus one” and 

entered with the yellow flag only. To our shock (how innocent or stupid? of us), it turned out that 

TRNC had their own flag totally different from the one we bought! 

 

We did not know that at all! A few sailing yachts in the harbour flew a Turkish 

courtesy flag next to the Cyprus one, so after check-in we changed the yellow flag for 

the Turkish one, at least we have something now! 

                                                         

1 Most cities have 2 names; The Turkish one and the old English or Greek one 

W 

Girne old harbour 

 

Girne commercial harbour with marina 

 

South Cyprus 

 

North Cyprus 

https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/turkey-licia-coast-south-to-finike.pdf
https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/turkey-carian-coasts.pdf
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The next morning, we told our neighbours about our stupidity with the flags and they laughed but lent 

us one of theirs. Within 5 minutes we changed courtesy flags and as a result Zeezwaluw was decent 

again. The next days we searched the internet, to replace our old knowledge about the TRNC for more 

actual information. 

 

Exploration of Cyprus 
For the next 3 weeks, using Girne marina as base we explored the northern part of Cyprus. The 

extreme heat, daily between 40°-45° Celsius in the shade, was more than we had expected and slowed 

us down very much. The nights were cooler though, only 30°-35°!!! So we lived and slept in the cockpit 

during these weeks, using the 12V ventilator for some air circulation. To keep the rest of the boat out 

of the sun by means of a large homemade bimini (middle of the boat) with side panels helped a little, 

but still the temperature inside the boat got well over 35°C. So cooking became like working in the 

oven instead of in front of it and delicious healthy cold salads became our favourite! 

To go to town for shopping or sightseeing was a 30 min walk (one way) and could only be done very early 

in the morning. Luckily we had a large supermarket 15 min away. In the afternoon we stayed put in the 

cockpit underneath the sun tent. Despite the heat we were able to visit a few very nice sites and 

towns. 

 

Old towns and castles 
First of all we visited the famous Girne Castle at the seafront next to the old harbour. The first 

historical reference to the castle goes back to 1191 when King Richard the Lionheart of England on his 

way of the Third Crusade, captured it by defeating King Isak Komnen of Cyprus. 

  Girne Castle walls  

Until now, it has not been possible to determine a definite date for the castles construction but 

excavations throughout the castle have revealed traces back to 7th century BC. It is likely that the 

castle was built to defend Girne from Arab raids. The castle has changed hands as many times as the 

town was taken by invaders during the turbulent history of the island. 

 

Since 1974 the Department of Antiquities and Museums is responsible for all aspects of the castles 

preservation and use2. 

The thickness of the castle walls, 

are enormous even as the height. 

Wandering along a church (part of 

the wall), an exhibition telling about 

soldiering in those days, dungeons 

and almost intact towers we end up 

on top of the castle wall from 

where we have an impressive view over the town and harbour. 

                                                         

2 Info out of a leaflet from the Tourist Information of Girne 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyprus,
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But the most special part of the castle is a 

museum inside the walls, the Shipwreck 

Museum containing the remains of an ancient 

ship about 14m, dated back to 300 BC. 

 

Also the numerous artefacts, like millstones, 

amphora’s with wine, olives and almonds and 

the tools found on board the ship can be seen. 

This wreck, just salvaged in 1968-69 near 

Girne harbour is exposed in an acclimatized 

room with glass walls. The walkway on the 

outside gives you a brilliant view on the wreck. 

 
Girne ship wreck museum 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

St. Hilarion Castle 
Near Girne, high in the mountains, visible from the marina 

lies St. Hilarion Castle. No bus or dolmush goes there so 

for our visit there we took a cab which hanged around for 

1 hour to take us back. 

Visiting the site in a 1 hour time limit is hard work and 

almost murderous in the midday heat, we can assure you! 

 

Nevertheless we had a good look around the Castle’s ruins 

built on 3 levels of the steep sloop of a solitary hill. Only a 

few buildings are reasonably intact but still it’s worth a 

visit. 

Girne milling stone found 

in the wreck 

Girne the oldest shipwreck 

in the world 

Amphoras found in the 

wreck 
 

Castle’s soldiers working on 

the canon 

View from 

highest level 
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Especially on the top-level at the King’s quarters 

awaits you a dramatic few over the sea and coastline 

near Girne. 

 

 

Famagusta 
On the other side of the island, an hour by dolmush 

lies Gazimağusa or Famagusta, in the old days a busy 

harbour but nowadays a somewhat shabby place. 

 

 

The small town in itself is very special; it has a thick 

wall (17m high and 9m wide) all around, a palace, many, 

many ruins of churches and a very beautiful mosque, the 

Lala Mustafa Pasja Mosque. 

 

The mosque is open to the public so we went inside and 

walked barefoot over a beautiful carpet with a pattern 

of niches in the direction of Mecca. The width of each 

niche is meant for 1 praying individual. 

However, it is still strange for us to see an old 

cathedral, dressed as a mosque. 

Before 1571 the mosque was the St. Nicolas Cathedral and used by the Lusignon kings. 

 

Nicosia 
We paid twice a visit to Lefkoşa or Nicosia the divided town in the centre of the island. The city is 

rounded by a fortification with 13 bastions, also equally divided. The northern ones belong to the TRNC 

and the southern ones to the Republic of Cyprus (RC; the Greek speaking population). 

 

 

 

 

St Hilarion Castel view along the 

hill 

 
Magusa city entrance 

Magusa Lala Mustafa Pasa mosque Inside mosque 
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The “green line”, the border is guarded by own 

customs and passport police of the TRNC and RC as 

well as by the UN. 

 

The city borderlines 

are high stone or 

steal walls; 

sometimes old 

houses locked and 

sealed no passage 

possible. 

 

The only place to go from North to South is in the centre of the city 

(like checkpoint Charlie) where you can pass on foot but only if you 

have a non-Turkish or non-TRNC passport. 

 

Once we went to the 

TRNC-part and had a 

beautiful walk 

through town 

following the blue 

line on the sidewalk. 

 

 

 

We saw picturesque old houses in small streets, 

mosques, churches, a caravanserai and the bazaar and 

covert market. 

 

This part of Lefkoşa is like a small Turkish town but the living standard is higher as the prices show. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our second visit goes through the Checkpoint, without any problem and entered a total different town. 

Like every big city in Europe the restaurants have nice menus with high €-prices, the warehouses and 

shops have big glass windows, nice clothing and the streets are clean and well maintained. 

The only disadvantage on our visit that Saturday was that almost all the shops were closed! We were 

told, Friday the day before was a holyday and most of the shopkeepers did not bother to open the 

shop for 1 day. 

 

Nicosia north part city main street 

 

Cheque point north-south Nicosia 

 

Street with steel wall 

Caravanserai 
 

Covert market 
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So we walked around in a dead town and came along the 

impressive Palace of Makarios, the first president of 

the Republic of Cyprus. 

Like the next-door Historical museum, it was not open to 

the public today. Since it was again a hot day we went 

back early to Zeezwaluw after a somewhat disappointed 

day in Greek Nicosia. 

 

Maybe we have to go another time while everything is 

open to alter our negative impression. 

 

Sail to where the Med ends 
On August 26 we left Girne and set sail to Israel. The weather forecast said we should have westerly 

winds most of the time and during the first night a couple of hours no wind. We had a smooth crossing 

with very light winds and the last day no wind at all. 

 

On August 29 at 9pm we reached Haifa and checked in into the marina after we got clearance from 

the coastguard and immigration. 

 

During our 1 month stay in Haifa we met our sailing friends Orit & Simon who showed us around in their 

hometown Haifa, we met nice sailors in the marina as well and had many more adventures. But that’s 

for the next travel letter. 

 

To be continued in “Israel, first footprints and some guided tours  ”.

 

Riens & Ineke Elswijk at “SY Zeezwaluw” 

 

___/)___ 

Nicosia Palace & statue of 

Makarios, first president of South 

Cyprus 

https://salingadventuresofsyzeezwaluw.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/2008-4-israel-first-footprints-and-some-guided-tours.pdf

